We discuss an optics experiment that reproduces all important aspects of diffraction microscopy or coherent diffractive imaging. This technique is used to reconstruct an object's image from its diffraction pattern. The experimental setup is described in detail and only requires material readily available in a well-equipped optics teaching laboratory. The data analysis procedure is explained, in particular the reconstruction part, for which an iterative phase retrieval algorithm is used. The method is illustrated by showing the complex-valued reconstruction of an insect wing from a diffraction pattern measured with this setup.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diffraction microscopy in its simplest form consists of reconstructing the image of a specimen from its far-field diffraction pattern. In the Fraunhofer limit, the intensity of the diffraction pattern is identified with the squared amplitude of the Fourier transform of the wavefront at the exit of the specimen. Unfortunately, the phases associated with the Fourier amplitudes cannot be measured directly, which is the well-known "phase problem." Under certain conditions the phase problem can be solved and the image of the specimen can be reconstructed. The unique recovery of the phases requires additional information about the specimen. The most common way of ensuring uniqueness is by isolating the specimen. This isolation results in a smoothly varying diffraction pattern on a characteristic length scale. Sampling this diffraction pattern sufficiently finely ensures that the phase problem is over-constrained and that the reconstruction is unique.
The origins of diffraction microscopy can be traced to Sayre, 1 who, inspired by Shannon's sampling theorem, 2 mentioned that the phase problem would be solvable in principle if a crystal diffraction pattern was sufficiently oversampled. Although a crystal's diffraction pattern has a measurable signal only at the Bragg peaks, isolated and sufficiently small objects have a continuous diffraction pattern that can be measured on a fine grid. With the advent of very bright and highly coherent x-ray radiation produced by third generation synchrotrons, x-ray diffraction microscopy became achievable. The technique is especially well suited to x rays because it does not depend on the use of the focusing devices available at these very short wavelengths ͑which have limited quality and resolution͒. Meanwhile, the development of iterative algorithms to solve the phase problem in optics were pioneered by Gerchberg and Saxton 3 and Fienup. 4, 5 The first x-ray measurement of a noncrystalline sample was made by Yun et al., 6 but no reconstruction was attempted. Experimental demonstrations of full diffraction microscopy came only in the late 1990s. The first successful two-dimensional reconstruction of an experimental data set was achieved in 1999 by Miao and co-workers. 7 Subsequently, other successful reconstructions of metallic structures [8] [9] [10] and of biological specimens 11, 12 were reported. One of the most ambitious applications of diffraction microscopy is the reconstruction of single macromolecules by measurement and assembly of their diffraction patterns from the very short pulses provided by the x-ray free electron lasers currently being constructed. 13 This reconstruction is a long term endeavor, but some successes have already been reported.
14 X-ray diffraction microscopy could soon make possible three-dimensional reconstructions of whole biological cells to around 10 nm resolution, providing a new and invaluable tool to biologists.
This article discusses a simple experiment to demonstrate the main concepts of diffraction microscopy in an optics laboratory. It requires only the type of materials already present in a reasonably well-equipped teaching laboratory. In essence this experiment is similar to the visible light experiment realized by Spence and co-workers. 15 We first give a quick overview of the physics relevant to the experiment, and a description of the data analysis and the reconstruction algorithm used to recover an image from its diffraction pattern. We then describe in detail an experimental setup developed at Cornell and explain its most important aspects. The important reconstruction steps are illustrated by the reconstruction of an insect wing. We finally discuss anticipated pedagogical benefits and suggest variations and simplifications of this experiment for its introduction in the undergraduate curriculum.
II. THEORY AND RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
A demonstration that the far-field diffraction pattern of an aperture is proportional to the amplitude squared of its Fourier transform can be found in most introductory optics text books. 16 The same result holds not only for apertures, but for any other planar section of a wavefront; this result is essentially Huygens' principle. Hence, the diffraction pattern of any object illuminated by a plane wave is the amplitude squared of the Fourier transform of the planar wavefront just at the exit of this object. It is this exit wave that will be reconstructed from its diffraction pattern and is sometimes referred to as the "image."
As mentioned in Sec. I, reconstruction methods require the oversampling of the diffraction pattern. Oversampling occurs if the object to be reconstructed is sufficiently surrounded by a uniform, featureless area. In the field of view, the small region in which the specimen is contained is called the support. A small support compared to the field of view of the reconstruction can provide a strong enough constraint to ensure uniqueness of the solution.
The reconstruction task can be formulated as follows: find an image such that its Fourier transform is compatible with the measured diffraction pattern, and that is zero everywhere except inside the support. In practice, the diffraction pattern is sampled on a grid. If N is the number of pixels on this grid, the use of the fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ algorithm will yield an N pixel reconstruction field of view. Formally, the desired solution sol is the N-pixel image such that sol F പ S, where F is the set of all N-pixel images satisfying the Fourier transform constraint and S is the set of all N-pixel images with nonzero values only within the support. Although it is easy to find an image that belongs to either set, finding one that belongs to both is, in general, a difficult problem.
The reconstruction algorithm used in this work is the difference map, 17 a generalization and reformulation of Fienup's hybrid input-output map. 5 This algorithm is formulated in terms of projections onto both constraint sets we have described, P F and P S . Given an arbitrary image , P F ͑͒ and P S ͑͒ are the images closest to that belong to F and S, respectively. The solution has the property of being equal to its projection onto both spaces:
The general formulation of both projections is simple. The support projection operation amounts to setting to 0 the value of all pixels outside the support: 
ͮ ͑2͒
where r is the pixel value of the image at position r. When implemented on a computer, the support projection can be conveniently expressed as a multiplication with a binary mask ͑1 inside the support and 0 outside͒.
Given I q , the set of measured intensities at spatial frequency coordinates q, the Fourier projection operation corresponds to a replacement of the Fourier amplitudes by the measured ones, while keeping the phases. This replacement is done in Fourier space and thus requires the use of FFTs ͑denoted by F͒:
with = F, and
The solution ͑1͒ is reached if the iteration of the difference map reaches a fixed point. For a standard choice of parameters 19 this iterative map is written as
In Eq. ͑5͒, P F ͓¯͔ and P S ͑ n ͒ are the Fourier estimate and support estimate, respectively. From Eq. ͑5͒, it is clear that the estimates are equal when the map reaches a fixed point * = n = n+1 :
In this case eiher of the estimates is the solution because it belongs to both F and S. The original article 17 gives a detailed discussion on the difference map.
The implementation of the difference map on a computer is straightforward, especially with the use of high-level interpreted languages such as Matlab, IDL, or Python. We recommend the use of the last language because it is a high quality open-source language with many readily available useful tools.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The principle of the experiment is simple: shine a laser on a sample and measure the resulting far-field diffraction pattern. The actual realization of the experiment is more complicated. In what follows, we describe the collimator and detector parts of the apparatus and discuss the choice and the preparation of samples. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the collimator assembly. Our setup used a standard He-Ne red ͑ = 632.8 nm͒ laser with nominal power of 5 mW. We found that this intensity was more than sufficient for a diffraction pattern measurement. The intensity of the beam was controlled with a wedge-slit placed on an adjustable sliding platform. Our first attempt to control beam intensity involved the use of two linear polarizers, with the intensity being adjusted by the relative angle between the two. We found that this approach led to slow but important intensity fluctuations ͑of more than 15%͒ due to the dynamics of the two degenerate polarization states in the laser cavity.
A. Collimator
Scattering resulting from the use of the wedge-slit was not problematic because a 50 m pinhole was placed immediately beyond it. The very small area of the hole made its illumination effectively uniform. A pinhole was necessary to ensure a good quality wavefront. Because of the high intensity of the laser, we did not need to focus the laser on the pinhole, as is often done for spatial filtering in a condenser assembly. We did find that the quality of the pinhole transferred to the quality of the beam.
A collimated beam was then formed by placing a converging lens one focal distance away from the pinhole. Different beam sizes can be achieved, depending on the focal length of the lens. We used a 200 mm lens, which resulted in a collimated beam of about 6 mm in diameter. To eliminate higher order lobes of the Airy disk produced by the pinhole, an adjustable iris-shutter was placed at the exit of the condenser lens. The size and position of this iris were carefully adjusted to admit only the central disk of the Airy pattern. Optimal adjustment was achieved by the minimization of the streaks coming from the scattering off the edges of the 14-sided iris, Fig. 1 . The collimator part of the experimental setup. Next to the laser L is placed a sliding wedge-shaped slit for the adjustment of the intensity W, shown from the top. The beam then goes through a pinhole P, a collimating lens C1, and an iris I.
as observed downstream with the CCD detectors. A very clean condenser lens was needed to avoid streaks caused by random scattering on the surface of the lens.
B. Detector
The detector part of the setup is shown in Fig. 2 . The samples were placed in the nearly parallel beam emerging from the collimator assembly. The distance between the collimating lens and the sample is theoretically irrelevant. However, the overall quality of the diffraction pattern was noticeably improved by making this distance longer. Increasing the distance had a "cleansing" effect on the beam, because it made nonparallel components of the wavefront, such as those coming from the scattering off of small dust particles on the condenser lens, propagate gradually away from the central beam.
In this experiment it was not feasible to measure the actual far-field diffraction pattern of the sample, mostly because of the small area covered by CCD detectors. An objective lens was therefore placed as close as possible downstream from the sample. The task of this last lens was to form the Fourier transform of the sample's exit wave in the lens' back focal plane. The position of the CCD had to be accurately adjusted to capture the diffraction pattern in this plane. This adjustment was accomplished by removing the sample and making the focused image of the beam as small as possible on the CCD. The choice of the objective's focal length was limited by the oversampling condition: the diffraction pattern needs to be smooth on the scale of one detector pixel. The relation between the focal length and the allowed specimen size is derived in the Appendix. In our experiments, we used 100 and 200 mm lenses, which, with a pixel size of 9.6 ϫ 7.5 m 2 , give maximum sample sizes of 3.2ϫ 4.2 mm 2 and 6.5ϫ 8.4 mm 2 , respectively. With a CCD size of 489 ϫ 508, the resolution of the reconstructions was limited to about 25 m for the 100 mm lens.
The detector we used was a low-end amateur astronomy CCD. It was not ideally suited, in many aspects, to our experiment. This detector had an antiblooming system, which compromised the linear response at high intensities. As a result, the useful dynamic range was effectively reduced to about 14 bits, though this limitation could be circumvented by making averages of many snapshots. The detector chip was covered with a protective glass that had to be removed to eliminate multiple reflections. A larger number of pixels would have allowed us to reach higher resolutions in the reconstruction. Nevertheless, we found this type of CCD adequate and easy enough to use by students in a teaching laboratory.
C. Sample choice and preparation
One difficult aspect of the red-laser-light experiment, in contrast to its x-ray counterpart, is that very few objects are tenuous enough to be weak scatterers in the visible light region. As a consequence, most reconstructed exit-waves are complex valued, a situation known to make phase retrieval more challenging. 10, 15, [20] [21] [22] Reconstructions can be forced to be real valued if the specimen is a flat mask, such as a photographic slide. Photographic slides can be thin and uniform enough to affect the incident wave only through absorption, which leads to an effectively real-valued exit-wave modulation.
Strong scattering also makes the collection of threedimensional datasets difficult. A necessary condition to allow the assembly of many two-dimensional diffraction patterns into a three-dimensional dataset ͑as is done in crystallography and has been done recently for diffraction microscopy with x rays 10 ͒ is that the first Born approximation is valid. 16 To get effectively weak scattering, we could immerse a transparent object ͑such as a glass fragment͒ into a liquid with an index of refraction nearly matching that of the specimen. Because of the experimental complications and the high volume of collected data, an extension of this experiment to three-dimensional reconstructions would not be appropriate for teaching purposes. Another consequence of strong scattering is the requirement for especially pristine optical components, because even very small dust particles have a noticeable detrimental effect on the quality of the data. For this reason, it is better to suspend the specimen instead of fixing it on a glass slide, which could gather dust and disturb the wavefront outside the expected support.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION
To illustrate the procedure, we present a reconstruction from a diffraction pattern obtained with the setup we have described. We deliberately choose a data set that is difficult to analyze to demonstrate the general applicability of the method. We explain in the next section how the experiment can be made easier for different teaching levels.
The specimen used in this reconstruction was an insect wing. The wing was suspended between the two arms of a U-shaped holder using spider silk harvested in the neighboring autochthonous woods. A glass support could have been used instead at the cost of flattening the wing between two slides or modifying the setup to make the laser go in a vertical direction to allow the glass to lie level ͑horizontal͒. The spider silk method was not ideal, because air motion around the specimen had to be minimized to obtain valuable data.
The diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 3 . It was necessary to make many measurements at different exposure times to cover most of the dynamic range of intensities ͑around 6 orders of magnitude͒. It was also necessary to measure dark frames for each exposure so that the background and the read-out noise could be subtracted. For each exposure time, pixels having a value higher than a predefined threshold ͑20 000 on a scale going up to 65 536͒ were rejected because of the antiblooming system mentioned previously. All rejected pixels were treated as if not measured: they were set to 0 and their exposure time was also 0. After background subtraction, the different exposures were added together and renormalized according to the pixel-dependent total exposure time. The few pixels that were rejected for all exposures were easily identified as those having a final 0 intensity and 0 exposure time. These central missing pixels are shown in black in the center of Fig. 3 .
The diffraction pattern is not perfectly symmetric under rotation of 180°. This lack of symmetry indicates that the object is optically thick or has wide variations of index of refraction, which ultimately leads to a complex-valued reconstruction.
A first diagnostic of the quality of the diffraction pattern is obtained by simply looking at the Fourier transform of the measured intensities. This transform yields the autocorrelation of the transverse modulation of the exit-wave ͑"the object"͒. If the object were well isolated, the autocorrelation should have a well-defined support twice as large in each direction as the object support. In practice, because the small region surrounding the center of the diffraction pattern is not measured because of detection saturation, it helps to use a high-pass filter to avoid ripples coming from the abrupt termination of the missing central data. Figure 4 shows the high-pass filtered autocorrelation of the insect wing. It appears as three disconnected objects. The central feature is the correlation of the specimen with itself. An image of the insect wing is apparent in the two weaker objects. These "ghosts" result from the interference between the light scattered by the wing and a small additional scatterer also present in the field of view. Although not intentional in our case, the presence of a small additional scatterer can be beneficial and is the essence of a method called Fourier holography. 23, 24 The scatterer was reconstructed with the wing and can be seen in the top right corner of the reconstruction ͑Fig. 5͒.
The difference map reconstruction of the wing is shown in Fig. 5 . The support used in this reconstruction was initially obtained from one of the "ghosts" in the autocorrelation. The support has to be large enough to contain the totality of reconstructed image. The quality of the reconstruction also relies on the boundary of the support being as close as possible to the edges of the image ͑the support has to be "tight"͒. A tight support was obtained by making adjustments on the binary mask with a drawing program. Some methods also allow the support refinement to be automated, 25 although it is not clear how robust these methods are when used with objects having soft boundaries. Because of noise and other errors in the diffraction pattern, the algorithm does not converge but instead reaches a steady state where it explores a region of near-solutions. It has been argued 22 that averaging many of these near-solutions gives a reproducible result. Figure 5 is the average of 160 Fourier estimates.
V. DISCUSSION
The experiment we have described can be adapted to different teaching scenarios. The sample preparation and reconstruction process can be made easier if the specimens used are simple two-dimensional absorption masks, such as photographic slides or negatives. Often, these are readily available in optics labs, although not all of them meet the support requirement. Images reconstructed from such slides can be safely assumed to be real-valued and positive, which greatly facilitate the reconstruction process. Surrounding a specimen with an opaque mask also helps because it guarantees the image will have a well defined support. The reconstruction process could also be avoided altogether by placing a small scatterer within the field of view, in the vicinity of the specimen: this type of experiment would reproduce the Fourier holography method. 23, 24 The data analysis can also be simplified by treating some of the steps as a "black-box." This approach is probably not appropriate for graduate students, but could be a viable so- lution for a lower level class, or one more focused on experimental manipulations. The reconstruction part, for instance, can be wrapped into functions that the scripts or programs written by students would simply need to call. Data acquisition, with dark frame subtraction and hot pixel identification, is also a step that can be made opaque to students. Interested readers are invited to contact the authors for advice and code examples.
Conversely, the experiment could be made substantially more challenging by attempting the collection of many different views of the same specimen ͑to assemble into an animation͒, or by measuring higher-resolution data by lateral translations of the CCD. As mentioned, the collection of a full three-dimensional dataset could be possible by matching the index of the specimen in a water tank.
VI. CONCLUSION
The introduction of a diffraction microscopy experiment into the curriculum can stimulate the interest of students in optics experiments. Students are likely to find it more appealing than the more conventional single-slit, double-slit, and grating sequence. Introducing experiments and data analysis techniques that are currently of active research interest should also attract their interest. The experiment provides new teaching opportunities; it illustrates advanced concepts of Fourier optics and its reconstruction component can be developed in a computational physics class, in parallel with the data acquisition. We intend to implement this experiment in a class and report on its successes and limitations.
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APPENDIX: CONSEQUENCES OF THE OVERSAMPLING REQUIREMENT
Except for extremely rare pathological cases, a sufficient condition for obtaining a unique reconstruction is that the recorded diffraction pattern is oversampled by a factor of 2 in both orthogonal directions. This statement is most simply expressed as a condition on the reconstructed image: the linear dimensions of the reconstructed specimen have to be less than half the number of pixels along both x and y axes. In what follows, we consider only the x direction because the expressions are identical for y.
Let a be the size of the specimen along the x axis, N the length ͑in number of pixels͒ of the reconstruction image along x, and ⌬x the pixel size in the same direction. The oversampling condition can be expressed as
because N⌬x is the width of the field of view. When working with discrete Fourier transforms, the following relates the discretization steps in real and Fourier spaces, ⌬x and ⌬q: ⌬x⌬q = 2 N . ͑A2͒
The sampling interval in Fourier space, ⌬q, is set by the experiment: it depends on the focal length ᐉ of the collector lens ͑component C2 of Fig. 2͒ , the wavelength , and the CCD pixel size s. Figure 6 illustrates a wavefront for which q is the component of the wavevector perpendicular to the optical axis. As this plane wave crosses the collector lens, it Fig. 5 . ͑Color online͒ Complex-valued reconstruction of the insect wing from its diffraction pattern. Each complex pixel has its amplitude rendered with intensity and its phase with hue. This image is an average of 160 estimates, taken every 50 iterations. The linear object in the upper right is also part of the reconstruction and is the cause of the ghosts in the autocorrelation ͑Fig. 4͒. Fig. 6 . Behavior of a tilted plane wave when it crosses an ideal lens. In this figure, is the angle of incidence, k =2 / is the norm of the wavevector, q is the transverse component of the wavevector, l is the focal length of the lens, and X describes the point in the back focal plane where the plane wave is focused.
is focused on a point in the back-focal plane. If we assume that the angle of incidence is small, we obtain the relation
For our demonstration, we set X = s, which corresponds to q = ⌬q, the smallest Fourier space interval that can be sampled. Hence, the reconstruction pixel size ⌬x is ⌬x = ᐉ 
Ns

